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FOUR OF A KIND

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

FAMILIES AREN’T
ALWAYS MODEL

NEW WAY TO
VISIT CLASSIC

WARM AND FUZZY
FOR LITTLE ONES

MY SUPER SINGLE MUM
BY BRONNY FALLENS AND
MUNTSA VICENTE, SCRIBO
RRP $14.95

GRUG
BY TED PRIOR
SIMON & SCHUSTER
RRP $9.99

THE FIVE SENSES OF LOVE
BY JANET PARSONS
POTOROO
RRP $25

MELBOURNE-based author
Bronny Fallens’ new My Family
series kicks off with My Super
Single Mum, just in time for
Mother’s Day.
The sweet children’s picture
book provides a light and
uplifting take on life as the
daughter of a fun and capable
single mum, who can change a
tyre as easily as whip up a batch
of cupcakes.
The colourful pictures are
bright and engaging and the
simple text flows well.
Fallens aims to give children in
alternative families a voice.
This book is a good start.
MARY PAPADAKIS

GRUG isn’t new. In fact he’s been
around since 1979, when former
policeman turned artist Ted Prior
moved to the NSW bush and
created the much-loved
character, partly in response to
the birth of his two children.
But this chubby board book is a
new format and a perfect way to
revisit the first outing of this
classic Australian kids’ character.
We learn how Grug was ‘‘born’’
when a burrawang tree fell to
the ground and became . . . Grug.
Then he has to find somewhere
to live.
With simple language and
iconic illustrations, this will
delight a new generation of fans.
JOANNE HAWKINS

IF YOU are tired of picture books
about monsters under the bed,
this one is perfect for you to read
to your child or grandchild.
It gives you a warm and fuzzy
feeling of love and wellbeing and
it’s beautifully illustrated,
showing love in Mum’s eyes,
Grandma watching a child’s
concert and cooking with Dad.
It tells of the smell of
Grandma’s perfume, the smell of
candles burning on your
birthday, the taste of toasted
marshmallows. And it teaches
children that even when they
are alone and tucked up in bed,
there is love about.
Excellent for pre-schoolers.
JENNY O’MEARA

VERDICT ★ ★ ★ ★

VERDICT ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

VERDICT ★ ★ ★ ★䡵

A FAMOUS GRANNY
TAUGHT ME HOW
MY GRANDMA’S KITCHEN
BY LOUISE FULTON KEATS
HARDIE GRANT, RRP $29.95
PART picture book and part recipe book,
My Grandma’s Kitchen is written by one
of Margaret Fulton’s granddaughters,
Louise Fulton Keats, and is inspired by

her childhood growing up in the
cooking great’s kitchen. It follows a
young girl, Lulu, and her brother, Harry,
as they learn to cook with Grandma.
The tale is told through fun and simple
rhymes about the food Lulu and Harry
whip up, with the recipe for each dish
on the facing page. A book to be
treasured and re-read time and again.
JEN KELLY
VERDICT ★ ★ ★ ★ ★䡵
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